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InspiredbyJohnLockeand theEarl ofShaft-esbury, the eighteenth-century Scottish
philosopher FrancisHutcheson conjectured

that we have an aesthetic sense. Things in the
world strike us as beautiful in much the same
wayas theymight strikeusascolourful, loud,or
malodorous. Beautiful things seem so because
of the arrangement and disposition of their
parts, but it isnot apparent, perceptually, howor
why those parts conspire to make them so. The
most one can say, Hutcheson thought, is that
beautiful scenes present a “unity amidst vari-
ety”. It’s an enduring problem for his view that
many unities among varieties don’t seem beau-
tiful at all, and many beautiful things are quite
simple, others far from unified.
Bence Nanay agrees with his eighteenth-
century forebears that the study of aesthetics is
really thephilosophyofperception,buthehelp-
fully orients aesthetics away from species of
beauty and towards species of perceptual atten-
tion.Our sensespresent uswithvast amounts of
information that attention helps to organize.
Sometimes, attention focuses on certain fea-
tures while being distributed across many
objects, aswhenone looks for the ripe tomatoes
in the green foliage. In other cases, say when
one uses tools, attention focuses on both an
object and those qualities of it relevant for
accomplishing the task at hand. Most percep-
tual attention takes one of these two forms.
By contrast, Nanay suggests, in aesthetically
rich experiences attention centres on objects –
paintings, rainbows, songs etc – while being
distributed across their qualities – colours,
materials, timbre. Attending aesthetically dis-
lodges things from the categories into which
they are usually put. A urinal, for example, is
relieved of its standard role, and its many, usu-
ally unnoticed features can take on new-found
significance. In this sense, aesthetic attention
is both contemplative and disinterested. It dis-
plays a unity in its object-centredness amid
the variety of its distribution across qualities.
Nanay’s proposal has something in common
with thatof ImmanuelKant,whosuggested that
aesthetics should concern itself with a distinc-
tive kind of judgement. But by focusing on
attention rather than judgement, Nanay inte-
grates aesthetics more with the philosophy of
perception than Kant or his successors did.
A welcome scepticism about some topics in
contemporary aestheticsmotivates this project.
Nanay denies that he offers a comprehensive
account of aesthetic experience “because I
don’t think there is such a thing, so it is very
unlikely we can give a general theory thereof”.
He is “skeptical of the importance of aesthetic
properties” such as beauty, grace and garish-
ness, even though “the concept of beauty is
clearly crucial for philosophers and non-
philosophers alike”.
Instead of aesthetic qualities, we ought to
concernourselveswithunderstanding“aesthet-
ically relevant” qualities, which are just those
that affect how we appreciate our experiences.
In the right context, any perceptible feature like
colour or shape can (fail to) be aesthetically rel-
evant. So an important project for aesthetics
is understanding how myriad qualities colla-

breeding bird. The statement of intent (Bevis
calls it a “vow”) has itself something of the
tone of a stunt, but the Keartons were sincere.
Cherry – Richard being hampered by the
effects of a dislocated hip suffered in child-
hood – took classes in swimming, running,
wrestling and ropework in preparation.
There’s no doubt that the lengths to which
the brothers went in order to secure the pic-
tures they needed were necessary, given the
inaccessibility of the nests of such birds as kit-
tiwake and golden eagle. What’s also certain
is that they knew the value of their daring
(Bevis likens a photograph of Cherry, with
camera and tripod, dangling from an over-
hang, to Yves Klein’s deceptive photomon-
tage “Leap into theVoid”, 1960).A little later,
we see that they knew, too, the value of
absurdity.
The Keartons’ famous Stuffed Ox, a life-
like mimetic hide for photographing birds
without causing disturbance, was one in a
sequence of related innovations that included
the Stuffed Sheep and the Artificial Rock (in
later years, Cherry had to be talked out of
deploying a Dummy Zebra on the African
savannah). Bevis writes that, to amodern eye,
the pictures of these novelties in use, “in
which the Keartons’ deadpan humour is
reinforced by solemn expressions and their
antiquated dress code of tweed suits and ties,
suggest stills fromearly silent comedy films”;
to me, they suggest a hipster photoshoot.
Either way, self-consciousness is part of the
production.
Bevis notes that themimetic hide remains a
popular tool in the popularization of nature
photography (again, the presentation of pho-
tography as object): the BBC series Spy in the
Pod and Spy in the Huddle made use of the
Spy Tuna and Penguin-cam to Keartonesque
effect. He goes on to explain, however, that
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borate to yield intense experiences with the
relevant attentional profile. It is not yet clear
whether Nanay will get farther in this than
Hutcheson did with his formula for beauty, but
this is certainly a new and worthwhile way to
conceive of the problem area.
Nanay develops his view in three promising
directions.First,heargues foranewwayofcap-
turing the truth behind the otherwise implausi-
ble formalist approaches to aesthetics that were
popular in the early part of the twentieth
century. Second, he shows that patterns of
attention can capture some intuitions concern-
ing the uniqueness of aesthetic experiences and
the objects that occasion them. And third,
recalling his scepticism about generalizations
in aesthetics, he shows that some aesthetically
rich experiences are highly focused on features
and not distributed as most others are.
Inserted rather uncomfortably into these
lines of thought are two discussions of the per-
ception of pictures. In the first, Nanay defends
an account of pictorial experience that owes
much to Edmund Husserl. Richard Wollheim
argued that experiences of pictures are essen-
tially twofold, involving awareness of both a
patternedsurfaceandthescenedepicted.Nanay
suggests thatweareawareof thepicture surface
and what he calls a “three-dimensional object
visually encoded in the surface”. This object is
not the depicted scene, but a virtual sculpture,
made “artificially present” by the picture sur-
face, to borrow an expression from Lambert
Wiesing. The virtual sculpture, orwhatHusserl
called the image-object, not the picture surface,
represents the depicted scene.
Whatever the merits of such a threefold
approach to pictorial experience, it fits uneasily
with Nanay’s claims about aesthetic attention.
Attention to pictures is divided between image
surface, the virtual sculpture, and perhaps the
depicted scene as well. This is hardly attention
to a single object divided among its properties.
Nanay’s brief response to this is unsatisfactory.
Weattend,hesuggests, toone“sensory individ-
ual” in such cases because surface and object
bothoccupy the sameportionof thevisual field.
But one can be aware of the dirty windshield
while remaining focused on the road even
though both fill the visual field. Pictures at least
seem to support similarly divided attention.
Theseconddiscussionofpictures isasurpris-
ing proposal about Western experiences of
pictorial art. As Nanay points out, habits of
attending can be cultivated and thus change
over time.Hesuggests thatpaintersbetweenfif-
teenth- and sixteenth-century Italy developed a
kind of attention – divided between the picture
surface and what it depicts – that changed the
way they composed pictures. This is a great
project, which really requires a book in itself.
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The Kearton brothers, Richard and
Cherry, “invented” nature photogra-
phy not only as a discipline – then, as

now, a satisfying compromise struck between
natural history, technology and art – but also
as an object of observation in itself; photo-
graphs of the Keartons at work are today at
least as well known as the brothers’ pioneer-
ing photographs of birds, nests and eggs.
John Bevis’s inquisitive, discursive and
comprehensive study of the Keartons’ lives
and work foregrounds the charisma of the
showmen brothers without neglecting their
considerable technical and creative accom-
plishments, or overlooking their flaws. The
Keartons lay claim toboth adocumentary first
– the first photograph of a wild bird’s eggs in
the nest (a song thrush, 1892) – and, perhaps,
an artistic one: a picture of “Primroses photo-
graphed in first moments of the twentieth
century”. Of the latter, Bevis observes:
“Either it is light reflected from nineteenth-
century primroses, exposed on a photo-
graphic plate, a nanosecond later, in the
twentieth century; or else it is nothingmuch”.
This notion of photography as object as
well as medium informed the showmanship
that Bevis identifies in the results of the Kear-
tons’ field expeditions. For the first of these,
the brothers betrayed “a way of thinking that
is at once go-getting, stubborn and fool-
hardy”: Richard pledged to document by
camera the nest and eggs of every British
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Pretty as a picture
In hopeless search of a unifying theory of aesthetics

Dartford warbler and chick on Richard Kearton’s hand; from The Keartons
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bonds, lures and blinkers, a peregrine and its
cousinswill learn to catch creatures as large as
a gazelle and as small as a butterfly. When
need turned to sport, Kublai Khan cast falcons
at cranes, LouisXIII at sparrows and thrushes.
Bats and kites were fair prey. Warring aristo-
crats would cease hostilities to share the
chivalry of their sport: Saladin fed an enemy’s
falcons even while he aimed to starve its
people.
Alongside sport came metaphor and myth.
The superiority of the falcon over the cockerel
occurs in Asian and English parables preach-
ing the virtues of every creature, man most of
all, knowing its allotted place.Amongbirds of
prey there is an order, “a kind ofBurke’s Peer-
age meets British birds”, that Macdonald
takes from a passage in the fifteenth-century
Boke of St Albans attributed to Juliana Bern-
ers: a giant gyrfalcon for aking, aperegrine for
an earl and, at the foot of the list, a merlin for
a lady like its author.
Shakespeare cast the language of falconry
into the sexual pursuits of The Taming of the
Shrew. The male trains the female by hunger
and lack of sleep. Reverse size dimorphism
did not hinder this projection of human on
bird.AsMacdonald observes, therewereBed-
ouin falconers, who saw birds only migrating
and never breeding, and who deemed the
larger partner to be necessarily the male.
Metaphors, too, may be reversed. Collared
and hooded, the falcon becomes a cruel mis-
tress. “Falconers do it with leather” according
to a bumper sticker of the 1980s.Macdonald’s
examples range over millennia and thousands
of miles, just like her subjects. The modernity
of man and falcon is as important to her as are
origins, the nineteenth-century neglect of
hunting birds in favour of guns and dogs, the
Mafia’s fears for its messenger pigeons, the
near catastrophe of DDT, and the peregrines
now returning to our cities.

City gardeners and peregrine falcons
occupy more of the same space than
they did a decade ago. This is rarely a

close relationship, hardly that of a humanwith
robin or pigeon, still less of falconer with
hunting falcon on his wrist. But, in north
London at least, the peregrine is now a com-
moner sight – as long as the rip and whoosh
of a bird at more than 150 feet per second is
deemed a sighting.
No garden has its very own peregrine fal-
con, the stripe-eyed killer that is the world’s
fastest living thing and, to judge it by its range
of territory as Helen Macdonald does, “the
most successful bird alive”. One of the largest
of the falcons (the smaller include hobbies,
merlins and kestrels), it is a skywanderer over
every continent bar Antarctica. That pigeon
beside my Camden patio pots knows no more
of its death than does the victim of a sniper.
The gardener too sees the peregrine only as a
briefly brakingblur –before a burst of feathers
to be swept from the concrete and a pigeon’s
head for the cat.
Falcon was first published in 2006, eight
years before Macdonald’s much-admired
memoir, H is for Hawk (reviewed in the TLS,
October 31, 2014). Reissued now, it is still the
substitute for the Cambridge PhD thesis that
the author never completed, less personal than
its successor but pregnantwith it. Toomuchof
her originalmaterial, she found, had no part in
the history of science. Her fascination was for
falcons and fascism, falcons and the Mafia,
falcons in the histories of Arabia, France and
London, “how encounters with animals are
always to some extent encounters with our-
selves and who we think we are”. In the light
of her new literary reputation many will read,
and should read, this book who did not read it
before.
Choosing from some sixty falcon species,
Macdonald begins with peregrines because
humans have long seen somuchof themselves
in this “natural aristocrat” of the sky, this “bird
of perfect proportions and finely cut features,
daring and intelligence, spectacular perform-
ance in the air and matchless execution in the
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The intertwining lives of human and falcon

the use of the mimetic hide is based on
a misunderstanding of bird behaviour: “the
assumption that unfamiliarity was the key
alarm trigger”. “Birds have, in fact, no such
reflex”, Bevis writes. “What does arouse sus-
picion and alarm is sights and sounds that are
abrupt or indicative of predation.” What the
Keartons had achieved with their stuffed
animals and fake rocks “could be achieved as
well by canvas”.
The idea of photography as performance
shades into a discussion that dominates part

of Bevis’s book: the question of “nature fak-
ery”, and how the functions of the Keartons’
photography – defined by Bevis as “docu-
mentary”, “revelatory” and “pictorial” –
interlock. Bevis is a subtle and insightful
guide to the moral and technical intricacies.
He is able to contextualize the “gardening” –
pushing aside foliage, or even moving a nest
into better light – that the brothers sometimes
felt necessary; he describes the results as
“super-reality”, “not so much nature as
found but its epitome”. Further along the

spectrum, he offers a thoughtful chapter on
the Keartons’ tendency to “tame some of the
wildness they found; to advance the more
domestic and civilised aspects of what they
observed; and to demonstrate, explicitly or
otherwise, moral values”. Finally, he is
robust in scrutinizing what appears to be out-
right fakery, as in the case of film of a lion
hunt taken by Cherry in 1910.
Throughout this well-made book – it is
handsome, solid and intelligently illustrated –
Bevis deftly balances biographywith analysis

andwears his expertise likeably lightly (while
remaining unafraid to slot in the odd well-
informed aside: he contrasts Richard Kear-
ton’s unadorned writing style, for example,
with “the tendency of modern nature writers
to use deliberately supercharged vocabulary
and syntax to demand that our relationship
with nature be a poetic one”). The Keartons is
a fine introduction not only to the brothers and
their work, but also to a broad range of funda-
mental notions in nature, photography and the
interactions of the two.

chase”. She is here citing the popular British
nature writer of the post-war period, W. Ken-
neth Richmond, but her human subjects soon
extend to others, from the American authority
on birds of prey, DeanAmidon, to theNazi air
force chief, Hermann Goering, who have all
associated a falcon’s place in the evolutionary
tree with their own or with the place that they
would like to have.
To a scientist of birds the difference
between us and them is more important than
our conceits. “A falcon’s sensory world is as
different from ours as is that of a bat or a bum-
blebee”, Macdonald writes. When that pere-
grine was descending to my patio pots, she
was seeingmotion ten times slower than Iwas.
Nothingwas a blur to her. Incidentally, I know
that she was a she because the explosion that
hit the pigeon was more like a cannon shell
than a bullet: the female is three times the size
of the male, “reverse size dimorphism” as it is
universally called and varyingly explained.
Macdonald sets out key characteristicswith
clinical clarity. Peregrines see more colours

in more dimensions than we do. They have
powers of sight for which humans need a seat
in a fighter aircraft, copying the techniques of
triangulation, parallax and polaroidwhich fal-
cons have by nature. Their bones are linked to
their lungs. Their lungs are a one-way pump
like a jet engine. They swoop down with the
sun at their backs. Their braking tail creates a
g-force that would kill a man. Their urine is
acid enough to etch steel.
The largest falcons are what human hunters
long wanted to be. Their very virtues of effi-
ciency and speed were deemed to prove their
superior origins – as avian partners of the rich
and leisured (certainly not among the Ger-
mans, decided the Harvard professor, Hans
Epstein, in 1943, though Goering disagreed),
maybe in Troy or among the classical Greeks
(though evidence is slight).
In the harshest terrain (first, Macdonald
suggests, in the steppes of Central Asia) the
desert falconwill provide food forman aswell
as for itself. It can be trained as a hunting bird
– but not by punishment, only by reward. By
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that we have an aesthetic sense. Things in the
world strike us as beautiful in much the same
wayas theymight strikeusascolourful, loud,or
malodorous. Beautiful things seem so because
of the arrangement and disposition of their
parts, but it isnot apparent, perceptually, howor
why those parts conspire to make them so. The
most one can say, Hutcheson thought, is that
beautiful scenes present a “unity amidst vari-
ety”. It’s an enduring problem for his view that
many unities among varieties don’t seem beau-
tiful at all, and many beautiful things are quite
simple, others far from unified.
Bence Nanay agrees with his eighteenth-
century forebears that the study of aesthetics is
really thephilosophyofperception,buthehelp-
fully orients aesthetics away from species of
beauty and towards species of perceptual atten-
tion.Our sensespresent uswithvast amounts of
information that attention helps to organize.
Sometimes, attention focuses on certain fea-
tures while being distributed across many
objects, aswhenone looks for the ripe tomatoes
in the green foliage. In other cases, say when
one uses tools, attention focuses on both an
object and those qualities of it relevant for
accomplishing the task at hand. Most percep-
tual attention takes one of these two forms.
By contrast, Nanay suggests, in aesthetically
rich experiences attention centres on objects –
paintings, rainbows, songs etc – while being
distributed across their qualities – colours,
materials, timbre. Attending aesthetically dis-
lodges things from the categories into which
they are usually put. A urinal, for example, is
relieved of its standard role, and its many, usu-
ally unnoticed features can take on new-found
significance. In this sense, aesthetic attention
is both contemplative and disinterested. It dis-
plays a unity in its object-centredness amid
the variety of its distribution across qualities.
Nanay’s proposal has something in common
with thatof ImmanuelKant,whosuggested that
aesthetics should concern itself with a distinc-
tive kind of judgement. But by focusing on
attention rather than judgement, Nanay inte-
grates aesthetics more with the philosophy of
perception than Kant or his successors did.
A welcome scepticism about some topics in
contemporary aestheticsmotivates this project.
Nanay denies that he offers a comprehensive
account of aesthetic experience “because I
don’t think there is such a thing, so it is very
unlikely we can give a general theory thereof”.
He is “skeptical of the importance of aesthetic
properties” such as beauty, grace and garish-
ness, even though “the concept of beauty is
clearly crucial for philosophers and non-
philosophers alike”.
Instead of aesthetic qualities, we ought to
concernourselveswithunderstanding“aesthet-
ically relevant” qualities, which are just those
that affect how we appreciate our experiences.
In the right context, any perceptible feature like
colour or shape can (fail to) be aesthetically rel-
evant. So an important project for aesthetics
is understanding how myriad qualities colla-

breeding bird. The statement of intent (Bevis
calls it a “vow”) has itself something of the
tone of a stunt, but the Keartons were sincere.
Cherry – Richard being hampered by the
effects of a dislocated hip suffered in child-
hood – took classes in swimming, running,
wrestling and ropework in preparation.
There’s no doubt that the lengths to which
the brothers went in order to secure the pic-
tures they needed were necessary, given the
inaccessibility of the nests of such birds as kit-
tiwake and golden eagle. What’s also certain
is that they knew the value of their daring
(Bevis likens a photograph of Cherry, with
camera and tripod, dangling from an over-
hang, to Yves Klein’s deceptive photomon-
tage “Leap into theVoid”, 1960).A little later,
we see that they knew, too, the value of
absurdity.
The Keartons’ famous Stuffed Ox, a life-
like mimetic hide for photographing birds
without causing disturbance, was one in a
sequence of related innovations that included
the Stuffed Sheep and the Artificial Rock (in
later years, Cherry had to be talked out of
deploying a Dummy Zebra on the African
savannah). Bevis writes that, to amodern eye,
the pictures of these novelties in use, “in
which the Keartons’ deadpan humour is
reinforced by solemn expressions and their
antiquated dress code of tweed suits and ties,
suggest stills fromearly silent comedy films”;
to me, they suggest a hipster photoshoot.
Either way, self-consciousness is part of the
production.
Bevis notes that themimetic hide remains a
popular tool in the popularization of nature
photography (again, the presentation of pho-
tography as object): the BBC series Spy in the
Pod and Spy in the Huddle made use of the
Spy Tuna and Penguin-cam to Keartonesque
effect. He goes on to explain, however, that
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borate to yield intense experiences with the
relevant attentional profile. It is not yet clear
whether Nanay will get farther in this than
Hutcheson did with his formula for beauty, but
this is certainly a new and worthwhile way to
conceive of the problem area.
Nanay develops his view in three promising
directions.First,heargues foranewwayofcap-
turing the truth behind the otherwise implausi-
ble formalist approaches to aesthetics that were
popular in the early part of the twentieth
century. Second, he shows that patterns of
attention can capture some intuitions concern-
ing the uniqueness of aesthetic experiences and
the objects that occasion them. And third,
recalling his scepticism about generalizations
in aesthetics, he shows that some aesthetically
rich experiences are highly focused on features
and not distributed as most others are.
Inserted rather uncomfortably into these
lines of thought are two discussions of the per-
ception of pictures. In the first, Nanay defends
an account of pictorial experience that owes
much to Edmund Husserl. Richard Wollheim
argued that experiences of pictures are essen-
tially twofold, involving awareness of both a
patternedsurfaceandthescenedepicted.Nanay
suggests thatweareawareof thepicture surface
and what he calls a “three-dimensional object
visually encoded in the surface”. This object is
not the depicted scene, but a virtual sculpture,
made “artificially present” by the picture sur-
face, to borrow an expression from Lambert
Wiesing. The virtual sculpture, orwhatHusserl
called the image-object, not the picture surface,
represents the depicted scene.
Whatever the merits of such a threefold
approach to pictorial experience, it fits uneasily
with Nanay’s claims about aesthetic attention.
Attention to pictures is divided between image
surface, the virtual sculpture, and perhaps the
depicted scene as well. This is hardly attention
to a single object divided among its properties.
Nanay’s brief response to this is unsatisfactory.
Weattend,hesuggests, toone“sensory individ-
ual” in such cases because surface and object
bothoccupy the sameportionof thevisual field.
But one can be aware of the dirty windshield
while remaining focused on the road even
though both fill the visual field. Pictures at least
seem to support similarly divided attention.
Theseconddiscussionofpictures isasurpris-
ing proposal about Western experiences of
pictorial art. As Nanay points out, habits of
attending can be cultivated and thus change
over time.Hesuggests thatpaintersbetweenfif-
teenth- and sixteenth-century Italy developed a
kind of attention – divided between the picture
surface and what it depicts – that changed the
way they composed pictures. This is a great
project, which really requires a book in itself.
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graphs of the Keartons at work are today at
least as well known as the brothers’ pioneer-
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comprehensive study of the Keartons’ lives
and work foregrounds the charisma of the
showmen brothers without neglecting their
considerable technical and creative accom-
plishments, or overlooking their flaws. The
Keartons lay claim toboth adocumentary first
– the first photograph of a wild bird’s eggs in
the nest (a song thrush, 1892) – and, perhaps,
an artistic one: a picture of “Primroses photo-
graphed in first moments of the twentieth
century”. Of the latter, Bevis observes:
“Either it is light reflected from nineteenth-
century primroses, exposed on a photo-
graphic plate, a nanosecond later, in the
twentieth century; or else it is nothingmuch”.
This notion of photography as object as
well as medium informed the showmanship
that Bevis identifies in the results of the Kear-
tons’ field expeditions. For the first of these,
the brothers betrayed “a way of thinking that
is at once go-getting, stubborn and fool-
hardy”: Richard pledged to document by
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